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A HERITAGE WONDER  
SPACIOUS AND SUN-FILLED

Located within the leafy inner suburbs of Melbourne, this Victorian heritage home has undergone a dramatic 
extension, effectively doubling the size of the property and allowing contemporary living to be achieved with ease. 
Designed by Michael Wozniak Architects and built by the team at Hedger Constructions, this impressive project offers 
a divine fusion of old and new, seamlessly blending a heritage façade with a modern and spacious interior, alongside 
impeccable finishes. 

Looking to accommodate a large family, the homeowners were after a functional and versatile home with open-plan 
spaces to enjoy together. Thanks to an innovative, tri-level design which relocated the hub of the home to the rear of 
the property, this request was achieved with gusto. Hedger Constructions made clever use of functional spaces with 
a communal, open-plan kitchen, dining, living and study area occupying the ground floor. 

The large island bench is a definite focal point within the home’s galley-style kitchen, topped in elegant Cararra 
marble and fitted with under bench heating. The kitchen’s sophisticated splashback shares the same Cararra marble, 
while classy pendant lights ensure the home’s centre is easily illuminated. Featuring Australian hardwood floors, 
custom cabinetry and an ample butler’s pantry, this hub has all the hallmarks of a modern, practical kitchen.

Through sliding doors, the sun-filled living room opens out to an immaculate landscaped garden, including an 
entertainment area, a stunning in-ground pool and outdoor fireplace. 

The home’s first floor has been specially created to cater for the homeowners’ children. Featuring aptly placed 
bedrooms and bathrooms all on one convenient level, this dwelling offers the perfect balance of communal living 
spaces and private retreats. The spacious master bedroom includes a walk-in robe and en suite, with its strategic 
locale providing both privacy and peace from the home’s central family zones.

The main bathroom captivates in dark grey stone and an abundance of stylish marble. The durable and heat-resistant 
material is featured throughout the benchtop, basin, bath and shower walls, providing a sense of cohesion within 
the space. Refreshing pops of timber circulate throughout the lavish retreat, while the double shower and basin are 
opulent additions. 

Venturing downstairs, there is endless opportunity for entertainment within the home’s subterranean level. With an 
expansive wine cellar, billiards room and underground cinema, this heritage home is a modern family’s dream.



Building more than twenty impressive custom homes each year, Hedger Constructions is a multi-award-winning 
building company, renowned for supreme attention to detail, innovative custom home solutions for challenging sites, 
and sustainable building practices. With an outstanding 29-year history, the family-based company is a trusted name 
in producing energy-efficient builds, knock down rebuilds and unit developments, as well as large-scale renovations, 
extensions and commercial projects.

Under the direction of Steven and Sharon Hedger, the company specialises in architecturally designed and luxury 
custom home construction, offering comprehensive design and construction services across Victoria. With teams 
based throughout North East Victoria, the Yarra Valley, High Country, Melbourne’s CBD, Greater Melbourne and Surf 
Coast Shire, the company prides itself on total client satisfaction, while offering the latest innovations in features and 
products.

Proud to have received more than 30 Victorian Master Builders Association (MBA) Awards across seven different 
categories, the company’s outstanding craftsmanship speaks for itself. Hedger Constructions understands the 
importance of maximising the potential of sloping blokes, meaning homes are created in harmony with existing 
landscapes. To kickstart the construction of a home tailored to your needs, the team at Hedger Constructions is an 
excellent choice.
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